magnetic character sorter/readers

671-101 MICR Sorter/Reader

670-101 MICR Sorter/Reader
Magnetic character sorting and reading is available with all members of the Century Series. The NCR 670-101 and 671-101 Magnetic Character Sorter/Reader units read and sort intermixed documents of various lengths, widths, and thicknesses. Both models operate offline or under program control. They are common trunk peripherals and do not require a controller.

671-101 MICR SORTER/READER
- Reads and sorts 1200 documents per minute
- Has 18 receiving pockets (10 digital sort, 1 zero kill, 1 reject, and 6 plugboard controlled)
- Has programmable plugboard control panel
- Document size:
  4" - 8½" length
  2¾" - 4½" width
- Compartment capacity:
  2000 documents
- Not available on Century 100 System

670-101 MICR SORTER/READER
- Reads and sorts 800 documents per minute
- Has 11 receiving pockets (10 digital sort and reject)
- Document size:
  5.8" - 6.75" length
  2.5" - 3.85" width
- Compartment capacity:
  225 documents